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DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION SYSTEMS & SCADA

1.0 Introduction
The unbundling of the state electricity boards into separate utilities and deregulation has
dramatically changed the distribution utilities business environment. Forced to run the utilities
business environment profitably, there has been a radical shift in their business goals. The
challenges of open access and privatisation is causing a significant review of their network design
and operating practices in light of increased consumer awareness and the regulatory constraints.
To maximise the use and life of the assets through improved monitoring and analysis, better the
quality of power supply, Utilities continue to strive for better economics through improved
management of their distribution network assets. Distribution Automation(DA) is one of the tools
at their disposal through implementation of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition(SCADA) in
their electrical systems to cater to consumers for better utilisation of power, effective use of
available manpower and deliver reliable supply of power.
Automation through SCADA is first implemented at the top of the control hierarchy where
integration of multi-functions gains efficiency across the entire business. Implementation
downstream automation systems require more difficult justification and it is usually site specific,
being targeted to areas where improvement in performance produces measurable benefits. The
benefits demonstrated through automating substations are now being extended outside the
substation to devices along the feeders and even down up to the meter.
Successful operation of electric power systems and Distribution Automation are strongly
dependent on communication technologies. Careful analysis of business functions and the
resultant communication requirements is a prerequisite for making good choices of
communication technologies. The fundamentals around which a SCADA automation solution
should be based or introduced include such concepts as depth of control, boundaries of control
responsibility, stages of automation, automation intensity level(AIL), distribution automation(DA),
the distribution management system(DMS), substation automation(SA), feeder automation(FA),
and automated device preparedness(ADP) and the reliability analysis of distribution network.
Section 2 deals with the concepts of Distribution Automation identifying some of the widely used
functions at their disposal for managing their networks, reliability evaluation and available
components for automation.
The discussion on what is SCADA automation, its components from data acquisition to final
processing & supervisory control of devices and the understanding of communication
technologies are discussed in section 3. There is a large and growing list of communication
technologies available to serve the needs of utility Distribution Automation systems, the
requirement of communications for power engineers in the wake of requirements associated
with implementation of Automation in their electrical networks, the various new components
being deployed for Automation which warrant communications and also the communication
technologies are addressed in this section.
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The section 4 deals with the other IT requirements of the Utility like revenue generation & asset
monitoring, GIS, CRM, trouble call monitoring, crew management etc., and their effective
integration with the SCADA & DA system. SCADAs existence for over four to five decades has
brought in enough confusion in terminology and to help the reader the glossary of SCADA
terminology is appended in section 5.
2. 0 DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION (DA)
The forces of Deregulation and Restructuring of electric utility business is making the utilities to
turn towards providing better supply reliability and quality to customers at the Distribution level
of 11kV feeder systems. In days to come with several distribution companies operating
concurrently in a same area may force utilities to contemplate providing performance-based
rates to their customers. They would be willing to pay compensation to the customers if the
performance falls below a minimum level. Such actions will allow utilities to brace for the
upcoming competition from other parties interested in supplying power to the customers.
Although higher reliability and quality are the prime goals of the utilities, they would like to
accomplish these tasks by optimizing their resources. Another goal for a utility should be
improvement in system efficiency by reducing system losses.
Distribution Automation (DA) provides answers & options for real time computation,
communication, and control of distribution systems, and thus provides opportunities for meeting
the above mentioned goals. The distribution automation systems came into existence in 1970’s
and since then its evolution has been dictated by the level of sophistication of monitoring,
control, and communication technologies, performance and economic factors associated with the
available equipment. Evolution of Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems,
which have been in use for monitoring the generation and transmission systems for several
decades, has also helped progress in the field of distribution automation. Although distribution
systems are a significant part of power systems and progress in computer and communication
technology has made distribution automation possible. Progress of distribution automation has
been relatively slow due to reluctance of utilities in making investments on automation since
many utilities have found it difficult to justify automation based purely on cost-benefit numbers.
However, distribution automation provides many intangible benefits, which should be given
consideration while deciding to implement distribution automation.
In our country there had been few attempts at setting up automation scada schemes like the
APTRANSCO experimental project in 1992, Gachibowli Distribution Automation Project funded by
DoE in 1995, the IIT Kanpur experiments on Distribution Automation etc. The one positive
advantage for Indian utilities has been the non-existence of legacy systems which otherwise
should have been sunset, looking at the current options available in terms of automation
equipment and technology being evolved on IT & communication sector. Unbundling of electric
services in the future is likely to make distribution automation more attractive because most of
the distribution utilities are operating as independent entities. Automation allows utilities to
implement flexible control of distribution systems, which can be used to enhance efficiency,
reliability, and quality of electric service.
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Flexible control also results in more effective utilization and life-extension of the existing
distribution system infrastructure. In general, those functions that can be automated in
distribution systems can be classified into two categories, namely, monitoring functions and
control functions. Monitoring functions are those needed to record
meter readings at different locations in the system,
the system status at different locations in the system, and
events of abnormal conditions
The data monitored at the system level are not only useful for day to day operation but also for
system planning. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems perform some of
these monitoring functions. The control functions are related to switching operations, such as
switching a capacitor, or reconfiguring feeders. In addition, system protection can also be a part
of overall distribution automation schemes. Some customer related functions, such as remote
load control, automated meter reading (AMR), and remote connect/disconnect may also be
considered as distribution automation functions. The functions mentioned above are performed
in a relatively slow time frame (minutes to hours).
Application of distribution-level power electronic devices such as the Static Condenser (STATCON)
for distribution system control for continuously control and response in real-time to system
changes. Coordination of a STATCON with Load-Tap-Changer (LTC) and mechanically-switched
capacitors helps reduce fluctuations in system voltage, improving the quality of service.
Another important area is electric power quality which is defined as "the measurement, analysis,
and improvement of bus voltage, usually a load bus voltage, to maintain that voltage to be a
sinusoid at rated voltage and frequency". EPRI has directed substantial research efforts into the
development of advanced technologies to improve the performance of utility distribution
systems. The technology, called custom power, seeks to integrate modern power electronicsbased controllers such as the solid-state breaker (SSB), the STATCON, and the Dynamic Voltage
Restorer (DVR) with distribution automation and integrated utility communications help to
deliver a quality electric power to the consumers.
With the recent advances in technology the equipment now available are more reliable and
robust compared to the older generation, promotion of open systems and open standards for
hardware and software relating to distribution automation is forcing utilities to go all out for
automation systems. The automation schemes like fault restoration and isolation coupled with
trouble call monitoring system are looked as solutions to effectively utilize depleting manpower
by utilities.
Implementation of distribution automation requires careful planning by the utilities and can
either adopt the "top-down" approach or the "bottom-up" approach. The top-down approach is
the revolutionary approach in which a large-scale fully-integrated automation system is installed
to automate most or all of the functions performed by various individual devices in the
distribution system. The bottom-up approach is evolutionary in the sense that automation
devices to perform only a particular function are installed in phases or only a small part of the
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system is automated. Other functions are gradually automated over time, need and the
justification of the utility business
.
The top-down approach is capital intensive and requires major modifications in the utility
operation, and thus, it is suitable for only a few utilities. The bottom-up strategy is more suitable
for a majority of utilities. This approach allows utilities to adjust to changes at a more measured
pace and to install automated systems for the most immediate needs. However, the most difficult
task for a utility contemplating distribution automation is to identify the functions to be
automated. The needs of every utility are dependent on geographic location, operating
philosophy, and financial situation. Of the several functionalities available in Distribution
Automation, the important ones are listed below:
2.1 DA functions
Network Connectivity Analysis (NCA)
State Estimation (SE)
Load Flow Application (LFA)
Voltage VAR control (VVC)
Load Shed Application (LSA)
Fault Management and System Restoration (FMSR)
Loss Minimization via Feeder Reconfiguration (LMFR)
Load Balancing via Feeder Reconfiguration (LBFR)
Operation Monitor (OM)
Distribution Load forecasting (DLF)

2.1.1 Distribution Network (DA) Model
The Distribution Automation should represent the various components of the Utilities
distribution system and include all the primary substation feeders, distribution network and
devices with possible islands, which may be formed dynamically. The following devices are
represented in the network model.
Power Injection points
Transformers
Feeders
Load (balanced as well as unbalanced)
Circuit Breakers
Sectionalizers
Isolators
Fuses
Capacitor banks
Reactors
Generators
Bus bars
Temporary Jumper, Cut and Ground
Meshed & radial network configuration
Line segments, which can be single-phase, two-phase, or three phase and
6
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make up a distribution circuit.
Conductors
Grounding devices
Fault detectors
IEDs
Operational limits for components such as lines, transformers, and switching
devices
The database of the network model of the utility system can have interface with the GIS system
of the area for better visual decisions for crew management and asset information. The Customer
Interface Management can also integrate with the distribution automation system for effective
utilisation.
2.1.2 Network Connectivity Analysis (NCA)
The network connectivity analysis function provides the connectivity between various network
elements. The prevailing network topology will be determined from the status of all the
switching devices such as circuit breaker, isolators etc that affect the topology of the network
modelled.
NCA runs in real time as well as in study mode. Real-time mode of operation uses data acquired
by SCADA. Study mode of operation will use either a snapshot of the real-time data or save cases.
NCA can run in real time on event-driven basis.
The network topology of the distribution system will be based on
Tele-metered switching device statuses
Manually entered switching device statuses.
Modelled element statuses from DA applications.
The NCA will be useful in determining the network topology for the
network.

following status of the

Bus connectivity (Live/ dead status)
Feeder connectivity
Network connectivity representing S/S bus as node
Energized /de-energized state of network equipments
Representation of Loops (Possible alternate routes)
Representation of parallels
Abnormal/off-normal state of CB/Isolators

The NCA also assists the power system operator to know the operating state of the distribution
network indicating radial mode, loops and parallels in the network. Distribution networks which
are normally operated in radial mode; loops and/or parallel may be intentionally or inadvertently
formed.
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The State Estimation (SE) is used for assessing (estimating) the distribution network state. It shall
assess loads of all network nodes, and, consequently, assessment of all other state variables
(voltage and current phasors of all buses, sections and transformers, active and reactive power
losses in all sections and transformers, etc.) in the Distribution network.
2.1.4 Load Flow Application (LFA)
In Power system the quantities of electrical real & reactive power and Voltages are complex
quantities and the equations linking them are non-linear. At the load centres(buses) the
quantities of power both real & reactive will be known and at the power generating points the
real power and Voltage magnitudes will be available. The Load flow analysis helps to evaluate the
unknown quantities at all the buses for a given network topology.
The Load Flow function shall provide real/active and reactive losses on:
Station power transformers
Feeders
sections
Distribution circuits including feeder regulators and distribution transformers, as well
as the total circuit loss
Phase voltage magnitudes and angles at each node.
Phase and neutral currents for each feeder , transformers, section
Total three phases and per phase KW and KVAR losses in each feeder, section ,
transformer ,DT substation & for project area
Active & reactive power flows in all sections, transformers List of overloaded feeder,
lines, busbars, transformers loads etc including the actual current magnitudes, the
overload limits and the feeder name, substation name
List of limit violations of voltage magnitudes, overloading.
Voltage drops and

The LFA utilizes information including real-time measurements, manually entered data, and
estimated data together with the network model supplied by the topology function, in order to
determine the best estimate of the current network state.
The Load Flow Application (LFA) determines the operating status of the distribution system
including buses and nodes. The LFA shall take the following into consideration the following
information:
Real time data
Manual entered data
Estimated data
Power source injections
Loops and parallels
Unbalanced & balanced loads
Manually replaced values
Temporary jumpers/ cut/ grounds
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Electrical connectivity information from the real-time distribution network model
Transformer tap settings
Generator voltages, real and reactive generations.
Capacitor/reactor bank ON/OFF status value.

The LFA function can be executed at pre-defined events that affect the distribution system. Some
of the events the dispatcher may choose for triggers shall include:
Power system Topology Change i.e. Alteration in distribution system configuration.
Transformer Tap Position Change / Capacitive/reactor MVAR Change.
Feeder Over loadings.
Sudden change in feeder load beyond a set dead band

–
In electrical power system the reactive power can be generated at source generators or can be
injected at the substations through Volt-var systems. It is more appropriate to inject at
substations rather then producing then at generator points and transporting them over long
distances. Any power system always tries to optimise on the reactive power flow over their
networks.
The coordination of voltages and reactive power flows control requires coordination of VOLT and
the VAR function. This function shall provide high-quality voltage profiles, minimal losses,
controlling reactive power flows, minimal reactive power demands from the supply network.
The following resources should be taken into account in any voltage and reactive power flow
control:
TAP Changer for voltage control
VAR control devices: switchable and fixed type capacitor banks.

2.1.6 Load Shed Application (LSA)
The power delivery to the consumers is also bogged down with the Demand-Supply problems,
with demand being always higher than supply. The reasons for less Supply are several including
the faults, tripping of lines. In these situations the power system operator tries to distribute
available power through Shedding of loads to consumers over small definite periods till he tides
over the situation of loss of power.
The load-shed application helps to automate and optimise the process of selecting the best
combination of switches to be opened and controlling in order to shed the desired amount of
load. Given a total amount of load to be shed, the load shed application shall recommend
different possible combinations of switches to be opened, in order to meet the requirement. The
despatcher is presented with various combinations of switching operations, which shall result in a
total amount of load shed, which closely resembles the specified total. The despatcher can then
choose any of the recommended actions and execute them.
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In case of failure of supervisory control for few breakers, the total desired load shed/restore will
not be met. Under such conditions, the application will inform the dispatcher the balance amount
of load to be shed /restore. The load-shed application runs again to complete the desired load
shed /restore process.
2.1.7 Fault Management & System Restoration (FMSR) Application
The availability of data related to the breakers/ switches and the level of The Fault current
flowing in the networks helps one to Manage & Restore the System in an event of fault. This
application helps to provide the assistance to the power system despatcher for detection,
localisation, isolation and restoration of distribution system after a fault in the system has
occurred with the help of operating through the supervisory control available on SCADA. The
devices which help in localisation & isolation of the fault includes Auto Reclosures(AR),
Sectionalisers, Fault Passage Indicators etc. The operation & characteristics of these devices are
separately addressed in the SCADA section.
2.1.8 Loss Minimization via Feeder Reconfiguration (LMFR)
The switching operation during fault and requirement to supply power through alternate feeders
in the distribution network modifies the feeder configuration topology. The information of
network topology and availability of adjacent feeder networks can be useful in right selection of
feeders with overall aim of reducing the line losses and maximum power delivery to consumers.
This function identifies the opportunities to minimize technical losses in the distribution system
by reconfiguration of feeders in the network for a given load scenario. The technical losses are
the losses created by characteristic of equipment & cable such as efficiency, impedance etc.
The function helps in calculation of the current losses based on the loading of all elements of the
network. The Telemetered values, which are not updated due to telemetry failure, can also be
considered by LMFR application based on arriving at the recommendations of LF Application. The
LMFR application can be utilised to have the various scenarios for a given planned & unplanned
outages, equipment operating limits, tags placed in the SCADA system while recommending the
switching operations.
2.1.9 Load Balancing via Feeder Reconfiguration (LBFR)
The discussions had on previous topic can be used for the Load Balancing via Feeder
Reconfiguration for the optimal balance of the segments of the network that are over & under
loaded. This helps in better utilization of the capacities of distribution facilities such as
transformer and feeder ratings.
The Feeder Reconfiguration Function can be used also to have a scenario on an overload
condition, unequal loadings of the parallel feeders and transformers, periodically or on demand
in the network by the despatcher. The system will help generate the switching sequence to
reconfigure the distribution network for transferring load from some sections to other sections.
The LBFR application can even consider the planned & unplanned outages, equipment operating
limits, tags placed in the SCADA system while recommending the switching operations.
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The function helps in distributing the total load of the system among the available transformers
and the feeders in proportion to their operating capacities, considering the discreteness of the
loads, available switching options between the feeder and permissible intermediate overloads
during switching. The despatcher can have the options to simulate switching operations and
visualise the effect on the distribution network by comparisons based on line loadings, voltage
profiles, load restored, system losses, number of affected customers.
2.1.10 Load Forecast (LF)
The Distribution Automation system keeps logging data periodically of the network. This historical
database and weather conditions data collected over a period can be used for prediction and to
have forecasting of the requirement of consumer loads. Generally there are two types of
forecasting that are resorted too.
Short-Term Load Forecasting (STLF) will be used for assessment of the sequence of average
electrical loads in equal time intervals, from 1 to 7 days ahead. The Long term forecasting is used
for forecasting load growths over longer durations. The fore casting techniques are based on
different forecasting methods such as:
Autoregressive.
Least Squares Method
Time Series Method.
Neural Networks.
Kalman filter
Weighted Combination of these method

2.2 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF FEEDER NETWORKS
What drives the requirement of SCADA in a Distribution Automation System is dictated by the
level of automation that is required to satisfy the consumer satisfaction, maximise power
distribution taking care of planned & unplanned outages to maximise the profits of the utility
and efficient use of manpower. The commonly accepted indices which point towards the
outages and customer satisfaction are defined in SAIDI & SAIFI. The SAIDI refers to the
quantum of duration in minutes that a customer is subjected to annual power outages , where
as the other index SAIFI refers to the number of frequency that a customer is subjected to
annual power outage.
SAIDI= ∑ Customer Interruption duration/Total No of Customers served
expressed as Minutes/Customer/year

SAIFI= ∑ Total number of Customer Interruption/Total No. of customers served
expressed as Interruptions/Customer/Year
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Both SAIDI & SAIFI does not include the momentary faults the customer experiences. Several
indices are also in existence taking care of these momentary faults. The above two indices are
fundamental and most useful indices which need to be calculated before any SCADA of
Distribution System is being attempted.
Similar indices for momentary interruptions on the lines can be calculated which are termed
as MAIFI.
MAIFI= ∑ Total number of Momentary Customer Interruption/Total No. of customers served
expressed as Interruptions/Customer/Year
The ratio of SAIDI to SAIFI is termed as CAIDI, which gives the total sustained interruptions
duration experienced on an average by every customer during the outage period.
CAIDI= ∑ Customer Interruption duration/ Total number of Customer experiencing one or
more Interruptions during the outage period
The calculation of these indices depend up on several reliability factors of the components that
go into the distribution system like lines, cables, transformers, breakers, Sectionalizers,
Reclosures, fuses, load break switches etc., their mean time to replace/ repair, Equipment
malfunction, animals and vegetation overgrowth causing short-circuits, human error (e.g.,
cable strikes, cars hitting poles), storms/earthquakes etc. These are the indices generally
calculated to assess the network performance improvements through automation and also
evaluate the benefits accrued due to introduction of automatic devices. The figure gives below
the reliability indices for few countries.

Table. Reliability indices of few countries

The next figure gives the various automation schemes that could be attempted to bring down
the performance indices and cost involved. This figure also demonstrates how SAIDI can be
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improved by introduction of various protection devices and regular maintenance works like
tree guards, tree trimming etc.

2.3 Automation Components
Of the several automation components that are available for improvement of Distribution
Network reliability and safety, the discussion on the following four components is felt
necessary and important. The thorough knowledge of these components is essential before
these equipment are contemplated for introduction in the system.
Ring Main Units (RMU)
Auto Reclosures (AR)
Sectionalizers and
Fault Passage Indicators (FPI)

2.3.1 Ring Main Units
Ring main unit is used in a secondary distribution system. It is basically used to provide an
uninterrupted power supply to critical loads in the system. The feeders in the distribution chain
can be either radial distributed or can be open loop system. The feeder lines gets connected to
consumers through conversion of voltages from 11kV to 440 V with use of distribution
transformers through a protective system on the secondary side of transformer from the
occasional transient currents & faults. Depending on the applications and loading conditions, the
use of switch fuse combination or a circuit breaker to protect the transformer can be used. The
transformer connected to the switch fuse/ circuit breaker is called T off. If the feeder has number
of sectionalising switches, the faulted sections can be disconnected and healthy sections can be
restored supply. In radial feeder any load connected beyond the faulty section cannot be restored
supply, where as in open loop feeder, the load can be supplied power through alternative supply
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switch which normally is open by closing it. Ring main unit is the other name for open loop feeder
and come in standard ratings of 11/22/33 kV, 630/1250 A, 21 KA/3 secs.

The switches used in RMU can be simple on-off Cable switches(C ), switch with fuse(F) or Vacuum
Circuit breaker(V) used to connect Transformer to the busbar(T). Hence the T can be either switch
fuse(F) or can be a circuit breaker(V). Hence the RMUs are available in various combination as
CCC,CCT, CCF, CCV,CCCV etc. The RMUs usually manufactured and supplied depending on the
specified combination of switches and generally not extendable in nature.

2.3.2 Auto Reclosures (AR)

The studies of overhead distribution systems
have established that generally 80 to 95 percent
of all system faults that occur are of temporary in
nature and, at most, last for only a few cycles to a
few seconds. Analysis of them to find the typical
causes of faults are due to:
• Wind blown conductors touching one another.
• Lightning surges flashing over an insulator.
• Birds, reptiles, or small animals bridging
between an energized line and a grounded surface.
• Tree branches touching energized lines.
• Switching surges that flash over an insulator.
Automatic circuit reclosers are recognized by electric utilities as an essential device for achieving
their prime goal of providing maximum continuity of electric service to their customers. Reclosers
are devices that sense and interrupt fault currents and automatically restore service after
momentary outages that occur in the distribution lines.
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The automatic circuit recloser is essentially a self-contained device with the necessary intelligence
to sense over currents from time to time and interrupt fault currents and to reenergize the line by
reclosing automatically. If a fault is permanent/ persistent, the recloser locks open after a preset
number of operations (usually three or four), isolating the faulted section from the main part of
the system.
The Application Criteria for Auto Reclosures
The Line current is sensed by special sensing current transformers in the recloser. The recloser
and control are connected by a multi-conductor control cable that carries sensing transformer
secondary currents to the control and the necessary trip and close signals from the control to the
recloser.
Reclosers can be used anywhere on a distribution
system where recloser ratings are adequate for
system requirements. Possible Locations for
installation of reclosers could be :
• In substations as the primary feeder protective
device.
• On distribution lines at a distance from a
substation, to sectionalize long feeders and thus
prevent outages of the entire feeder when a
permanent fault occurs near the end of the
feeder.
• On important taps of main feeders to protect
the main feeder from interruptions and outages
due to faults on the taps.

Pole mounted Reclosure with Controller

To properly apply automatic circuit reclosers, five major factors must be considered:
1. System voltage. System voltage will be known. The recloser must have a voltage rating equal to
or greater than the system voltage.
2. Maximum fault current available at the recloser location. Maximum fault current will be known
or can be calculated. The recloser interrupting must be equal to or greater than the maximum
available fault current at the recloser location.
3. Maximum load current. The recloser continuous current rating must be equal to or greater
than anticipated circuit load.
4. Minimum-fault current within the zone to be protected. Minimum fault current that might
occur at
the end of the line section must be checked to confirm that the recloser will sense and interrupt
this current.
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5. Coordination with other protective devices on both the source and the load sides of the
recloser.

Auto Reclosure operations for a sustained/permanent fault

2.3.3 Sectionalizer

Sectionalizers are switches used to sectionalise the faulty sections in the distribution network.
The sectionalizers invariably are used in conjuction with source side protective devices like
reclosures or reclosing breakers. The sectionalizers sense the current above the preset level
and goes to counting mode once the source side protective device de-energises the circuit. The
sectionalizer can be set to open automatically after pre-set number of counts are reached. The
sectionalizer needs to be set back to closed position once the fault in the section is cleared
either by local or remote operation. Sectionalizers should not be confused for protective
device as it does not interrupt fault current, but opens the section of the network laying in the
protective zone during the open interval of the backup protective device. The operation of the
sectionalizer in conjunction with auto reclosures which is set to open after two counts is
indicated below:
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Count 1

Count 2

Sectionalizer starts counting

Sectionalizer opens isolating fault

Operation of Sectionalizers which is set to open after two counts

2.3.4 Fault Passage Indicators
Fault Passage Indicator(FPI) are devices which are very similar in concept to a protection
relay. The major difference among them being that the relay trips the breaker, whereas the
FPI only gives an indication. FPI devices are designed to aid
fault location on distributions networks by detection of fault
current and appropriately generate visual alarms and
communicate. These devices can be employed in both
overhead and underground distribution lines. When a fault is
detected in the system, the indicator operates alarm contacts
for remote indication and illuminates an integral LED.
Indicators placed in the distribution network aid identification
of faulty sections of the network. Where a fault occurs the FPI
can provide alarms for over currents, earth-faults, sensitive
earth faults and persistent current alarms for non-tripping
situations. These devices could be coupled with field RTUs and the fault information could
be received at master control centre or alerts could be sent to crew members through short
messaging systems directly. The visual indication of several FPIs indicate the flow of fault
current which help in identification of the faulty location.
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3.0 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
SCADA systems consist of one or more computers with appropriate applications software at
Master Stations which is connected by a communications system (wire, radio, power line carrier,
or fiberoptics) to a number of remote terminal units (RTUs) placed at various locations to collect
data, remote control, and more recently perform intelligent autonomous (local) control of
electrical systems and report results back to the remote master(s). SCADA systems have been
widely employed in process industry, distribution systems like water, gas and in power sector. In
electrical power sector SCADA systems are employed for monitoring & control of generation,
transmission as well as distribution areas. The discussion in this article is limited to a large extent
to applications in electrical power distribution. SCADA systems in electrical distribution is used
for fault identification, isolation and service restoration, breaker control, recloser blocking, faulty
section isolation, generator control, feeder switching and reconfiguration, line switching, voltage
control, load management, automated meter reading (AMR), archiving processes, energy
purchased and sold, system load, system emulation, capacitor bank switching, monitoring
voltage regulators, transformer temperature, as well as metering power functions.
Master Control
Center

Communication
Media

Data Sources
Substation &
Field Devices

Utilities considering SCADA automation must be aware of certain key issues before taking up
scada automation. Firstly it must assess the cost & feasibility of adding automation to existing
switchgear against replacing existing equipment with more scada-ready equipment. Secondly the
type of control infrastructure & level of automation it wishes to consider and its implications on
the communication system weighed against its availability and practicality. Thirdly the ambition
level it wishes to or is being forced to achieve against the expenditure that is prudent. Lastly in
order for any automation solution to be implemented, it must be rationally justified through a
business case. Different business environments dictate very different evaluation. Let us have a
look at the development of SCADA systems over the years.
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3.1 History of SCADA
The history of SCADA can be traced to the development of telemetry from the first half of the last
century. Telemetry is the transmission and collection of data obtained by sensing real-time
conditions. The SCADA systems came into being during the seventies with several system
integrators providing their proprietary equipment & protocols. The standardisation of protocols
and interoperability of equipment issues were developed and perfected only during the last
decade. Initially the speed of SCADA systems have been limited by the communication availability
& speed.

3.2 SCADA Functions:
Typical SCADA systems should envisage several functionalities in it. Summary of some of
important SCADA functions are listed below for a Electrical Distribution network.

Time synchronization of RTUs,, FRTUs & FPIs(if time synch is supported in FPI)
Data Exchange among the various SCADA/DMS sub-system(legacy), IT systems, State
load dispatch centres.
Data Processing
Continuous real-time data storage and playback
Sequence of event processing
Supervisory Control
Fail-soft capability
Remote database downloading ,diagnostics & configuration
GIS adaptor
Information Storage & Retrieval (ISR)
Historical Data information & Retrieval and
Data recovery (DR)

The functions to be performed by the SCADA applications for distribution system are generally
divided based on the criticality as Critical & Non-critical functions. All critical functions must be
supported by sufficient hardware& software redundancy to ensure that no single hardware &
software failure will interrupt the availability of the functions for a period exceeding the
automatic transfer time.
-
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Web server applications , Security applications
Network Management system (NMS)
Data recovery function (DR)
-

There are several sources from where the SCADA system gets its data originated. The SCADA system
should be capable to get data like:
Telemetered data received from RTUs, FRTUs & FPIs.
Data received from IT system established under R-APDRP.
Data exchange
Calculated data
Pseudo-data (Manually entered data)
GIS land base data, network model using GIS engines/adaptors
The performance parameters that are monitored in the system include voltages, currents,
wattage, Var of transmission lines, transformers banks, station buses, incoming & outgoing
feeders. The other parameters like temperatures of oil & winding, insulating gas pressures, oil
tank levels, tap positions in transformers, the circuit breakers position, switching readiness,
injection by capacitor banks, protective relay status, reclosures & sectionaliser switches controls,
power meters, some parameters may need to be calculated like energy transfer flows by
integration of power over time using Pulse Accumulators etc. The data collected from these
devices can be classified into three categories.
Analog values
Digital values and
Discrete values
These parameters are measured using transducers and IEDs with help of instrument transformers
, The IEDs convert these inputs to digital values or dc voltages or currents that can be readily
acceptable to the SCADA system controller. The overall accuracy of these measured quantities
depends on several factors like instrument transformer errors, IED or transducers performance
and conversion of Analog to Digital values. Significant measuring errors may often result from
instrument transformer performance and errors induced in scaling the parameters. The
substation environment where most of these quantities originate is prone to temperature,
humidity, high levels of electrical noise and transients which are generated by the power
apparatus & their controls. Operation of high voltages switches lead to generation of transients,
which distributes in the station voltages, currents and control wiring in the station. This needs
call for effective grounding to control the effects of electrical noise on electrical devices.
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Substation grounding is an important issue while going in for SCADA and other measures like use
of isolation transformers, surge suppressors, shielded cables help in control the effects
effectively.
The availability of data monitored of the field helps one to take several decisions and effective
control of the subcomponents of the system. Typically, there are three major elements that make
up a SCADA system:
The Master Terminal Unit or Master Control Centre (MTU/MCC)
The Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) or Programmable Logic Controllers(PLC)
The communications equipment
The MTU monitors information from remote sites and displays information for the operator. The
relationship between MTU and RTU is typically defined as a “master and slave” and refers to the
communications protocol. The simplest form of a SCADA system is where a single MTU and RTU
reside in the same building such as a substation, small water treatment plant or a process
industry. The three major elements are further defined in the following sections.
3.3 Master Terminal Unit (MTU)
At the heart of the system is the master terminal unit (MTU). The master terminal unit initiates all
communication, gathers data, stores information, sends information to other systems, and
interfaces with operators. The major difference between the MTU and RTU is that the MTU
initiates virtually all communications between the two. The MTU also communicates with other
peripheral devices in the facility like monitors, printers, and other information systems. The
primary interface to the operator is the monitor or CRT that portrays a representation of line &
substation components, switching devices etc.
3.4 Remote Terminal Units(RTU) and Programmable Logic Controllers( PLC)
The right technology which delivers optimal reliability, efficiency and cost effectiveness has to be
picked up while building the SCADA systems. In SCADA systems, RTUs and PLCs perform the majority
of on-site control functions. The RTU or PLC acquires the site data, which includes meter readings,
pressure, voltage and other data like equipment status, then performs local control and transfers
the data to the central SCADA system. However, when comparing and specifying a solution for
challenging SCADA environments, RTUand PLC-based systems the way they are built and perform
are not equal and require a better understanding of these two basic building blocks of SCADA before
one selects these units in their systems.
PLCs are microprocessor based equipment developed to acquire analog, digital data through input
modules and execute a program loop while scanning the inputs and parallel taking actions based on
the inputs. These are built to perform well the logic & control applications which are sequential in
nature with Real Time Operating System(RTOS). Initially PLCs were designed to replicate the relay
logic.
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Remote Terminal Unit are microprocessor based equipment or intelligent devices (RTU) designed
and developed specifically for use in electrical utilities and is geared towards monitoring distributed
control system or SCADA by transmitting telemetry data to the system and/or altering the state of
connected objects based on control messages received from the system. RTUs have the intelligence
needed to control a process or multiple processes without intervention from a more intelligent
controller or master. The RTU is a fast and flexible solution to most of the control needs. It can be
used as a slave and master simultaneously in a vertical deployed control system. It is also easy to use
as a protocol convertor or for controlling IEDs.

RTUs & PLCs serve overlapping applications and share some common details as both of the devices
are built to perform similar functionalities of store & forward data to control centres. Some of the
important features that these devices are built on like modularity, scalability, ruggedness,
communications etc. are discussed in the paragraphs below to help the readers understand the
crucial aspects before deciding on the requirement of these devices.
The discussions on RTUs & PLCs are focussed based on the business trends and technical
requirements which influence the SCADA processes. The three business trends which influence the
requirement of these devices are the System Performance, Communication flexibility and
Configurability of these devices.
System performance
The system performance of the SCADA processes is important as the efficiency, reliability and safety
has direct bearing on costs for running the SCADA systems. The higher resolutions and speed of the
processes help in faster event capture and decision making which the electrical industry calls for
with sub milliseconds accuracy.
Communication flexibility
The routing of data from substations & field devices along with control of supervisory devices for
fault isolation & restoration should be reliable, safe & secure. This requirement lays stress on
efficient communications and requirement for flexible backup systems in the SCADA system.
Configurability
The modular components used in these devices help the utility to grow with time to achieve the final
sophistication it would finally want in their system. The components like power supply, I/O devices
for input & output and communication should be modular to cater to this requirement.

The technical requirements which RTUs & PLCs are to cater are many like the high speed local
processing of data & intelligence which are related to higher memories & speedy processors, higher
densities of I/O input output cards to take care of present & future expansions, high speed
communication ports, use of open protocols & standards and finally the modularity required to
specify the security features which keep changing & evolving over time.
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RTUs & PLCs have slowly progressed and evolved towards the common design keeping the above
business & technical requirements. The requirement of industry to have fast local control of discrete
variables has made PLCs more popular where as the remote monitoring, flexible two way data
communication & protocol options have popularised the development of RTUs. The performance of
these two devices against the following critical areas of importance are to viewed before decision is
to be taken on their choice of selection.
Ruggedness and Reliability of hardware construction
Programming & performance capabilities
Broad Communication & Protocol support
Local Control & High capacity
Ease of maintenance & upgradability
Scalability of security
The comparative performance chart of PLCs & RTUs against the above parameters is summarised in
the table given below:
Performance Parameter

PLC

Modularity

RTU

Limited modularity

Flexible CPU, I/O,Communication cards

Limited

redundant power supply, AC/DC supply,
diagnostic displays

Temperature
&
hazardous environment

Limited

Substation hardened, withstands very
harsh environments

CPU

Limited CPU capability, cannot be scaled
when tasks demand higher throughput,
faster local processing capability

High processing capability, faster clock
rates & throughput

Programming language

Ladder programming

C language

Scan

High scan rates

High scan rates because of faster CPU

RTOS

Proprietory RTOS

Highly optimised RTOS kernels lead to
faster task processing

Time sync

Supports GPS

Supports GPS

Communication links

Limited communication flexibility

Flexible communication links

SOE

Generally lacks

Detailed support for SOE duration

Data logging

Supports at the expanse of higher
memories

high performance RTUs
thousands of events of 1-ms

I/O type & sizing

Smaller I/O counts per module

Higher I/O counts per module

Maintenance & Upgradability

Limited configurability & program
expandability does not allow to be
scalable

The modularity allows to scale & expand
to take care future expansions

Scalability of Security

Flexibility to add security functions at a
later date is limited , calls for expensive
ancillary hardware

configurability & program expandability
allow to be scalable for security
applications
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As can be seen from the above Table of comparison, the Distribution systems requirements of
SCADA demand the use of RTUs compared to PLCs as a better option. The RTUs available now built
with latest technologies deliver the optimal reliability, efficiency and are also cost effective which
the complex processes call for even in harsh conditions. The discussion further is based on only RTUs
as devices to be employed for data acquisition & control at the remote substations.
REMOTE TERMINAL UNIT(RTU)
Remote Terminal Unit is a microprocessor based equipment or intelligent device (RTU) designed
and developed specifically for use in electrical utilities and is geared towards monitoring
distributed control system or SCADA by transmitting telemetry data to the system and/or altering
the state of connected objects based on control messages received from the system.
RTU collects data from the field either digital or analog parameters or both and transmits all the
data to the Master Control Centre(MCC). RTU can be interfaced with the MCC with different
communication media (usually serial (RS232, RS485, RS422 or Ethernet). RTUs can support
standard protocols (Modbus , IEC 60870-5-101/103/104, DNP3, ICCP, etc.) to interface any third
party software. The RTUs drives also high current capacity relays to a digital output board to
switch power on and off to devices in the field. RTUs also monitors analog inputs of different
types including 4-20 mA, 0 to 10 V., -2.5V to 2.5V, 1 to 5V etc
The RTU firmware runs on a
real – time operating system
running various tasks to
achieve the end functions and
is in modular structure. The
functions
like
online
reconfiguration, down – line
loading are included in the
RTU firmware.
Any new
applications specific tasks can
be built into system. The
microprocessors
regularly
scans all process values and
are stored in the memory for
onward
transmission
to
Master either at a regular scan time initiated by SCADA System or on any limit violations /
status change noticed on a field value.
The RTU is provided with a real time clock and is synchronized with SCADA system clock on
regular basis. All the events and alarms at the RTU are time stamped. RTU also maintains list
of Sequence of Events (SOE) up to a resolution of 1 ms and are reported to SCADA System.
The Synchronization of real time between the SCADA System and RTU are obtained with
periodic time synchronization routines. An optional facility is provided to accept real time
from the master control communication server where accurate system – wide real time
synchronization is available.
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The functions of RTU’s integrated into the design include:

Circuit Breaker Control
Feeder monitoring
Feeder protection sequences
The salient features include
Programmability: Data base parameters & programmable logic functions can be
configured and down – line – loaded (DLL) under a user friendly windows base
editor. Configuration and logic programming does not require the user to have
software programming knowledge. Data base parameters; viz status de – bounce,
control execute time etc, can be loaded via master or via local PC MMI.
Sequence of Events (SOE) Recording
Programmable Logic Functions: The RTU modules are provided with powerful
processing capabilities that allow programmable Logic Application to be executed at
the RTU.

The configuration of the RTU is arrived at based on the number of feeders and the other
auxiliary facilities needed for making the substation ready for SCADA implementation.

- -

- -
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Test equipment for RTU will have RTU Configuration and maintenance tool consisting of the
followings:

-

-

The functionality for each of the above tools is described below:
A)

B)

-

-

- -
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3.6 SCADA Human–Machine Interface (HMI)
A human–machine interface or HMI is the apparatus which presents process data to a human
operator, and through which the human operator controls the distribution automation process in
SCADA. Usually HMI will be situated in the Master Control Centre or it can be even at substations
where the system can be monitored & controlled.

View of Control center with huge display screen
An HMI is usually linked to the SCADA system's databases and software programs, to provide
trending, diagnostic data, and management information such as scheduled maintenance
procedures, logistic information, detailed schematics of the distribution network, it components
like transformers, breakers, switches, capacitor banks etc, and expert-system to operate
supervisory control over the operating devices like breakers & switches.
The HMI system usually presents the information to the operating personnel graphically, in the
form of a mimic diagram. This means that the operator can see a schematic representation of the
plant being controlled. The HMI package for the SCADA system typically includes a drawing
program that the operators or system maintenance personnel use to change the way these points
are represented in the interface. These representations can be as simple as giving status of On or
OFF state of an actual feeder breaker in the field, Alarm conditions of various components or as
complex as load scheduling over a given area to tide over for a given period of time. Special
emphasis is always been given to the size of display of HMI, its location, angle of view to the
operator as the system involves vast controls of the distribution network needs continuous
monitoring.
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3.7 Auxiliary power supply system
The SCADA/DMS system has several active components which require power supply and most of
these components require backup electric power in case there is short supply of electric power.
The requirement of Auxiliary supply is providing power either through Uninterruptible AC Power
Supply (UPS) or through Direct Current Power Supply (DCPS). The UPS power supply is required
for RMU’s, MFT’s, RTU’s, FRTU’s, and the computer systems at substations, data centers,
computer systems at master & Disaster Recovery centers. The DCPS is required for operation of
most of the switching devices like breakers, isolators, reclosures, sectionalisers etc which require
DC power. The auxiliary power supply can be either through static battery systems or through
standalone DG sets. Apart from Auxiliary power supply, the SCADA system also require
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) with enough battery backup. The control of the UPS system
shall providing monitoring and control of rectifier/charger, Inverter, static switches, firing and
logic provided shall include all of the following sub-systems as well as any other components
hardware necessary for complete and proper operation of the UPS:
Rectifier/charger unit
Inverter unit
Battery Low Voltage Disconnect device
Static bypass switches
Manual maintenance bypass switches
Load transformer and filters
Control panels, automatic controls and protection
Hardware and software as required for parallel operation of two no of 10KVA UPS
systems
All necessary cables, MCCBs / MCBs / switches / fuses In the event of a loss of AC
source, the UPS equipment shall provide uninterrupted power to the critical loads
from the output of the UPS inverter subsystems through batteries.

3.8 Communication System
A reliable data communication system to transmit the data and control command between
Distribution Master Control Centre (DCC) and Distribution substation RTU and also a number
of devices remotely located on the distribution network is a pre-requisite for the good
performance of SCADA & DMS. In addition communication links required between Disaster
recovery centre, IT & Customer service, Load Despatch centre and Master Control centre.
The communication requirements of each SCADA & DMS are unique, depending upon the DMS
functions selected for implementation and geographic location.
A wide range of
communication technologies are available to perform the tasks of SCADA & DMS The choice
of communication technology also has a big impact on the cost of SCADA & DMS . Selecting an
appropriate communication system for SCADA & DMS calls for the understanding of
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Communication requirements of each function of SCADA & DMS and the technologies
suitable for it.
The communication technologies available for SCADA & DMS and their relative merits to
perform the function
3.8.1Communication Requirements for Automation
The functions of SCADA & DMS and the communication system characteristics for each
function are discussed below.
3.8.1.1 Substation SCADA
Communication is needed between Distribution Control Centre and Distribution Substations
(DSS) in the town. The purpose of the communication is:
Data acquisition of the following analog and discrete measurands of substations.
Analog Measurands
 Voltage, Current, MW and MVAR flow through each phase of transformers
 Voltage, Current, MW and MVAR flows through feeder breakers
 HV and LV Bus Voltages
 Station Battery Voltage
 Weather parameters like wind speed, temperature etc




Discrete Measurands
Circuit breaker position for feeders and transformers.
Transformer taps position.
Bucholtz and temperature alarm of transformer.

Supervisory control of substation devices to perform the following:
Switch off or switch on circuit breaker provided at the substation.
Raise or lower power transformer taps at the substation.

Highly reliable two way communication with data rate of 64 kb and above is required.
Frequent scanning is desirable. The system shall be designed to handle all substations
scattered in the town.
The potential communication technologies for this function are: Dedicated leased telephone
line from service providers like BSNL, MARS (Multiple Access Radio System), Utility Fiber optic
system run on Power Line Distribution Line Carrier, Satellite communication
3.8.1.2 Feeder Automation,
Communication is needed between DCC and devices located on the distribution network for
the following purposes.
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To telemeter data like current, voltage, etc., of Line Switches, Fault passage
indicators installed on Line for fault detection, network optimization etc.
To telemeter data like current, voltage, etc., of Distribution Transformers for
monitoring Power supply, Load shedding , load survey and Energy accounting
etc
To acquire data about voltages and power flows through capacitor Banks ,
Voltage regulators for integrated optimal operation of feeder
To monitor and control the status of line switches, ring main unit switches, to
isolate the faulty section and restore supply
To switch on and off the capacitor banks on the network for efficient reactive
power management.
To control the voltage regulators placed on the network for the best voltage
profile.
Highly reliable two way communication is required. Low data rate and scanning by exception or
infrequent scanning is adequate. The number of devices generally less than 10 per feeder.
Hence, the potential technology for feeder automation is MARS, GSM/GPRS and DLC only.
3.8.2 Communication Technologies
The classification of communication technologies suitable for SCADA & DMS can be broadly
classified either from the medium it uses for transportation of data or on who owns the
communication networks as Public Communications and Utility communications:
Public communications
Dedicated Leased Telephone Line from service providers like BSNL.
GSM/EDGE/GPRS / CDMA / 3G communication from Service Provider like BSNL, Airtel
etc.
Utility owned communications
Distribution Line carrier Communications (DLC).
Dedicated Utility Multiple Address Radio Communications (MARS).
Optical fiber cable (OFC) communication run on overhead lines / underground power lines
Satellite Communications ( VSAT)
The important characteristics of communication system to be considered are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reach.
Data Rate.
Two way capability.
Reliability.
Cost effectiveness.
Dead line communication.
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How the different technologies meet the characteristics is discussed in subsequent sections.
3.8.2.1 Public Telephone Communications:
It is a two way communication system. A data rate of 64 kbps to 8 mbps with leased
telephone line can be achieved. The reliability of communication is good in urban areas.
Therefore the dedicated telephone lines are considered suitable for substation SCADA. But due
to last mile copper connectivity, in the substations environment, link reliability is not at the
expected level. Public Telephone communication is unsuitable for feeder SCADA as it is
expensive to extend the network to cover all the points.
3.8.2.2 GSM/ GPRS/ CDMA
Multiple mobile telephone operator providers GSM/ GPRS/ CDMA Service, particularly in
urban areas, provide easy to implement communication network. The communication is
reliable and best suited communication for widely scattered devices in distribution network
like DTR’s, Switches etc. The advantage is initial capital cost is very low or negligible and only
recurring charges are payable.
3.8.2.3 Optical Fiber cable
Arial self supporting outdoor Optical Fiber cable are freely suspended on utility 33 kV poles
connecting Distribution control centre and all substations in the town. The outer jacket is UVresistant and at the same time provides protection against environmental influences, such as
snow, ice, sun isolation and wind. The cable is composed of one messenger and one fiber cable
which contains 4 /6/8 strands of multimode fibers. The Fiber cable and messenger can be
easily separated. This cable provides ease of installation and reduces time and cost.
The cable provides gigabits of band width and highly reliable communication. Technically is the
best communication medium. The cost of cable has come down considerably in recent years
but still the initial capital costs is more than the leased telephone lines from service
providers. But it provides capacity to meet the full requirements of Utility.
3.8.2.4 Multi Access Radio Systems (MARS):
Multi Access Radio Systems were developed as a substitute for dedicated telephone lines, and
are widely used for SCADA/EMS/SCADA & DMS applications. These systems are usually owned
by the utility, and their operation is independent of the condition of the power system. But
they require license from Wireless Advisor. They consist of a master radio which communicates
with several remote radios. The master is located at central place on mast of adequate height
such that line of sight is available for a radius of 30 km all around. One master will be able to
poll about 1000 remotes in the area and perform SCADA function. It is a two way
communication system with a maximum baud rate of 9.6 kbps. It is primarily intended for data
communication. Voice communication with master is provided by means of hand sets that can
be plugged into remote unit. During the period of voice communication, the polling will be
interrupted. Therefore voice usage is restricted to system emergencies only. Each system uses
a pair of frequencies, one for master to remote communications and the other for remote to
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master, so that one outbound and one inbound transmission can occur concurrently.
Equipment for frequency bands of 400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz are available for use.
An omni directional rod antenna is used at the master radio. At the remote radios directional
antennas provide better performance, but less expensive stick type antennas are also used.
The advantage of stick antenna is that they are rugged and difficult to be tampered by
customers.

Radio and Omni directional Antenna
3.8.2.5 Satellite Communication (VSAT):
A satellite communication system using Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) is suitable for
SCADA / DMS. VSAT is a point to multipoint star network like TDMA. It consists of one single
Hub and number of remote Personal Earth Stations (PES). The communication between
transponder and Hub is TDM access and between Hub and PES is TDMA access. The
communication system between Hub and remote PES is through two separate radio links. The
link from remote PES to Hub is called as ‘in bound’ and from Hub to the remote PES is called as
‘out bound’. The in route bandwidth is 64-128 KBPS and out route band width is 128 - 512
KBPS, which is shared by a number of PES using TDM. Data from central Hub is broadcast to all
remote PES, which are in listen mode. Each remote VSAT listening to the Master will decode
only the data addressed to one of its ports. A satellite is a communication transmission device,
which receives a signal from ground station, and amplifies it and broadcasts it to all earth
stations, capable of seeing the satellite and receiving its transmissions. No end user
transmission either originates or terminates at the satellite. In India extended ‘C’ band with up
link in the 6.315/6.815 GHz and down link in the 4.09 / 4.59 GHz range is used. The Multi
Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MFTDMA) is the latest technology which uses
optimum bandwidth for communication.
Comparison of various available communication technologies, their advantages &
disadvantages for SCADA applications is enclosed as an Annexure.
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3.8.3 SCADA Communication Protocols
The initial SCADA protocols that were built on the electromechanical telephone switching
technology. Signalling was carried out using pulsed direct-current signals at a very low data
speeds. Analog information was sent using current loops that could provide constant
independent of circuit impedence while also communicating over large distances withought
loss of signal quality. Control & status points were indexed using assigned pulse train. The
advances in digital telecommunications paved way for higher data transmission rates. Analog
values were digitised using A/D converters. Errors could be minimised by using parity bits and
block checksums. Control and status points were assigned positions in the data blocks. The
SCADA manufacturers of these early systems were defining their own communication
protocols. The micro processor based computer SCADA master & Remote terminal units
systems which evolved after Intel 4004 system saw a big spurt in the SCADA business and by
beginning of 1980 the confusion of proprietary protocols was in place with more than 100 of
them doing rounds. The rising understanding of the value of building open practices, a number
of groups came into being to evolve open standards for SCADA communications. The IEEE
substation and Relay committees, EPRI with their project on Utility Communication
Architecture and IEC technical committee 57 working group 3 started working on evolving
enterprise-wide, networkable, communication architecture that would serve business
applications, control centers, power plants, sub stations, transmission & metering systems. The
various protocols that were evolved by these groups include DNP, IEC 870-5, UCA 1.0, ICCP,
UCA 2.0 and IEC 61850.
3.8.3.1 The structure of SCADA Communication Protocol
The International Standards Organisation(ISO) in 1984 issued Standard ISO/IEC 7498 entitled
Open Systems Interconnection(OSI) basic reference model for communicational usage, this
was later updated in 1994 and the widely used OSI reference model ISO/IEC-7498-1994 started
dictating the communication protocols and in particular for SCADA. In this system the
communication is broken down into seven layers like Physical, Data Link, Network, Transport,
Session, Presentation and lastly the Application layer. The various communication activities
each layer carries out is illustrated below:

7- Application Layer :

SCADA application, DMS

6- Presentation Layer: Common data representation
5-Session Layer: Connection between end users
4 -Transport Layer: end-to-end reliable delivery
3- Network Layer: routing & relaying data
2- Data Link Layer: error free transmission
1-

Physical Layer: physical data path
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3.9 SCADA Security issues
Adoption of open standards for protocols & open solutions and moving from the proprietary
technologies together with the increased number of connections between SCADA systems and
office IT networks and the Internet has brought in the issues of security of SCADA-based systems
as these systems are seen as potentially vulnerable to Cyber attacks. In particular, security
concerns about:
the lack of concern about security and authentication in the design, deployment and
operation of some existing SCADA networks
the belief that SCADA systems have the benefit of security through obscurity through
the use of specialized protocols and proprietary interfaces
the belief that SCADA networks are secure because they are physically secured
the belief that SCADA networks are secure because they are disconnected from the
Internet.
The security of the SCADA systems is important because compromise or destruction of these
systems would impact multiple areas of society. For example, a blackout caused by a
compromised electrical SCADA system would cause revenue losses to utilities as well as to the
customers apart from the physical damage/loss caused to the utility assets.
There are two distinct threats to a modern SCADA system. First is the threat of unauthorized
access to the control software, whether it be human access or changes induced intentionally or
accidentally by virus infections and other software threats residing on the control host machine.
Second is the threat of packet access to the network segments hosting SCADA devices. In many
cases, there is rudimentary or no security on the actual packet control protocol, so anyone who
can send packets to the SCADA device can control it. In many cases SCADA users assume that a
VPN is sufficient protection and are unaware that physical access to SCADA-related network jacks
and switches provides the ability to totally bypass all security on the control software and fully
control those SCADA networks. These kinds of physical access attacks bypass firewall and VPN
security and are best addressed by endpoint-to-endpoint authentication and authorization such
as are commonly provided in the non-SCADA world by in-device SSL or other cryptographic
techniques.
The several security issues of concern in SCADA systems can be summarized under the following
heads:
SCADA security policies
Firewall architecture, DMZ, and rule based
Secure remote access to a control center
SCADA protocol security issues
Securing field communications
User authentication technologies and integration with SCADA applications
Access control principles and implementation
Active Directory integration with SCADA applications
Detecting cyber attacks on SCADA systems
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Vulnerability scanning
Security patch management
Anti-virus protection and management
Exceptions – what to do when you can’t implement best practice
SCADA security standards
Many vendors of SCADA have come out with intrusion detection products to address the risks
posed by unauthorized access by developing lines of specialized industrial firewall and VPN
solutions for TCP/IP-based SCADA networks as well as external SCADA monitoring and recording
equipment. Additionally, application whitelisting solutions are being implemented because of
their ability to prevent malware and unauthorized application changes without the performance
impacts of traditional antivirus scans. The best practice is to maintain backups periodically of all
software and the important data. The periodicity of data needs to be worked out and evolved
over time and experience. The utilities need to devise a security policy to combat cyber attacks
along with physical security. In fact the cyber security plan will be analogous to the physical
security plan. The components that utility address in their security policy should include the items
listed below and the utility should regularly monitor and take the advances of technological
developments available from time to time. The use of CERT Coordination Centre (CERT/CC
http://www.cert.org) for reporting, handling and alerting the incidents of Cyber threats is of
special importance. CERT also publishes an advisory of cyber security problems, which are emailed to the registered users on a regular basis which the utilities should make use off. Assets
Threats
Threat detection
Training
Administration
Software management
The mention of the document broughtout by the US government on the “21 steps to improve
Cyber Security of SCADA networks” is noteworthy. This document deals with the subject and lists
in detail the 21 steps which help to protect the systems against the cyber attacks. The document
is reproduced as Annexure. The Indian operation of CERT-In is operational since 2004. CERT-In is
the national nodal agency for responding to computer security incidents as and when they occur.
In the recent information technology amendment act 2008, CERT-In has been designated as the
nodal agency to perform the following functions in the area of cyber security:
Collection, analysis and dissemination of information on cyber incidents
Forecast and alerts of cyber security incidents
Emergency measures for handling cyber security incidents
Coordination of cyber incident response activities
Issue guidelines, advisories, vulnerability, notes and whitepapers relating to
information security practices, procedures, prevention, response and reporting of
cyber incidents
Such other functions relating to cyber security as may be prescribed
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4.0 Utility IT Requirements
The utility has to look towards a comprehensive IT requirements encompassing all its day to day
operations. The list of functional items that have to be necessarily included are listed below. The
Proposed solution should be an integrated on a single platform based system, which should cater
to various business stacks through single window. The IT Web Portal should provide the common
front-end for all the applications.
Meter Data Acquisition

Identity
and
Management system

Access

Energy Audit
New Connection
Disconnection & Dismantling
GIS based customer Indexing and
asset mapping
GIS based integrated network
analysis module
Centralized Customer Care Services
Management Information System
(MIS)
Web Self Service

System Security Requirement
Development of Commercial
Database of Consumers
Billing
Collections
Metering
Asset Management
Maintenance Management
Crew management

The distribution automation data centre (SCADA Centre) has to have communications established
to collect data from field RTU’s and Substation RTU’s for their status & supervisory controls.
Typically the data centre consists of several computer servers which independently are
responsible to each of these activities which need information sharing across the Local Area
Networking. This includes also a network communication server which works on ICCP being
responsible for information interchange. This network server also has to talk to the Load
Despatch Centre and to the Disaster Recovery Centre where the back up information would be
stored in case of risks & eventualities. The overall schematic of the entire automation operations
are given below:
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Various modules and intefaces for managing the Utilities Distribution Automation System
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5.00 Glossary of SCADA terminologies
The following major terms are associated with most SCADA systems and related
communications.
ACK See Acknowledgment.
Acknowledgment An ASCII control character that indicates the transmission and acceptance of
data.
Asynchronous transmission A method of serial transmission where characters may be
transmitted at unequal time intervals. Asynchronous transmission requires that each character
contains start/stop elements so the receiver can detect the start and end of each character.
BCC Block-Check Character. The 2’s complement of the 8-bit sum (modulo-256 arithmetic sum) of
all data bytes in a transmission block. It provides a means of checking the accuracy of each
message transmission.
Bridge An interface between links in a communication network that routes messages from one
link to another when a station on one link addresses a message to a station on another link.
CRC Cyclic redundancy check. An error detection scheme where all of the characters in a message
are treated as a string of bits representing a binary number. This number is divided by a
predetermined binary number (a polynomial) and the remainder is appended to the message as a
CRC character. A similar operation occurs at the receiving end to prove transmission integrity.
CTS Clear-To-Send. A signal from the DCE that tells the transmitting device (DTE) to start
transmitting data.
DCD Data Carrier Detect; a signal indicating that the carrier is being received from a remote DCE.
DCE Data Communication Equipment 1) Equipment that provides the functions required to
establish,
maintain, or terminate a connection. 2) The signal conversion and coding required for
communication
between data terminal equipment and data circuits. Examples include modems, line drivers,
coaxial cable, satellite links, etc. DCE may or may not be an integral part of a computer.
DCS Distributed Control System, a system which while being functionally integrated, consists of
subsystems which may be physically separate and remotely located from one another. This type
of control system does not rely upon a SCADA PC in order to function.
DF1 The Allen-Bradley asynchronous protocol.
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Digital Data Service (DDS) A special wide-bandwidth Private Leased Line (PLL) that uses digital
techniques to transfer data at higher speeds and lower error rate than voice-band, analog PLLs.
The line is available 24 hours a day.
DSR Data-Set-Ready. A signal that indicates the modem is connected, powered up, and ready for
data transmission.
DTE Data Terminal Equipment. Equipment that is attached to a network to send or receive data,
or both. Programmable controllers, work-stations, and interface modules are examples of DTEs.
DTR Data-Terminal-Ready. A signal that indicates the transmission device (terminal) is connected,
powered up, and ready to transmit.
EOT End Of Transmission; an ASCII control character that indicates the end of a data transmission.
Full-Duplex Circuit A physical circuit that allows simultaneous, bi-directional transmission of data;
also called a "four-wire" circuit.
Full-Duplex Modem A modem that is capable of simultaneous, bi-directional transmissions.
Full-Duplex Protocol 1) A mode of operation for a point-to-point link with two physical circuits, in
which messages or transmission blocks can be sent in both directions at the same time. 2)
Contrasted with two-way alternate.
General Switched Telephone Network International version of a Public Switched Telephone
Network.
Half-Duplex Circuit A physical circuit that allows transmission of data in either direction but not
at the same time.
Half-Duplex Modem A modem that sends and receives messages on carriers of the same
frequency.
Therefore, simultaneous, bi-directional transmissions are not possible.
Half-Duplex Protocol 1) A mode of operation for a point-to-point or multipoint baseband link
with two
physical circuits, in which messages or transmission blocks can be sent in one direction or the
other but not both at the same time. 2) Contrasted with two-way simultaneous. The master
station-to-remote station communication uses a half-duplex protocol.
Handshake A series of signals between a computer (DTE) and a peripheral device (DCE; e.g., a
modem), that establishes the parameters required for passing data.
Integrated Service Unit (ISU) Data communication equipment for a digital data network, which
serves as the data transmitting and receiving device. An ISU is a combination of a digital service
unit (DSU) and a channel service unit (CSU).
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I/O Rack An I/O addressing unit that corresponds to 8 input image table words and 8 output
image table words.
Link A data channel established between two or more stations.
Master Station A device (programmable controller with I/O modules or a workstation) that sends
data to and collects data from devices connected on a point-to-multipoint, half-duplex network.
Modem A device that modulates digital information from a programmable controller or
computer to an analog signal that is transported over phone lines, radio waves, and satellite
transmissions and demodulates the analog data back into digital data at the receiving site.
Modem Handshaking A signaling protocol used for transferring information between devices in a
synchronized manner at a rate acceptable to both devices. It may be accomplished by hardware
or software.
Multidrop Link 1) A link that has more than 2 stations. 2) Contrasted with point-to-point link.
NAK Negative Acknowledgment. An ASCII control character transmitted by a receiver as a
negative response to the sender.
Node A station on a network.
Octal Numbering System A numbering system that uses only the digits 0-7; also called base-8.
Packet The transmission unit exchanged at the network layer.
Packet Radio Modem An intelligent radio modem that organizes the data it receives from the
transmitting station into packets. The modem places a header and a trailer around the data
before it transmits the data to the destination device. The header can also contain routing
information. Packet radio modems also perform their own data error checking and will retransmit the data if an error is encountered.
PAD Packet assembler/disassembler. Equipment used to assemble and disassemble data packets
for transmission on a packet-switching network such as a satellite system.
Parallel port An electrical connection on a computer capable of transmitting or receiving two or
more bits of data at one time; the communications port to which such devices as parallel printers
can be attached.
PLC. A programmable logic controller (PLC) is a solid-state member of the computer family, using
integrated circuits instead of electromechanical devices to implement control functions. They are
capable of operating in very harsh environments and are extremely reliable. PLCs have inputs, a
central processing unit and outputs. The central processing unit reads the inputs, executes the
program and then writes to the outputs according to the program.
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Point-to-multipoint A network where connections exist between one master station and multiple
remote stations.
Point-to-point A network where a connection is made between two and only two terminal
installations.
Poll When the master station sends a message to a remote station that allows the remote station
an
opportunity to return a response to the master or another remote station. In this manual, when
the master polls a remote station, it is not initiating a read request.
Polling cycle The order and frequency in which network nodes in a poll list are polled.
Poll List A list of nodes or stations on a network to be polled on a regular and repeated basis.
Protocol A set of conventions governing the format and timing of data trans-mission between
communication devices, including handshaking, error detection, and error recovery.
Private Leased Line Network (PLL) A dedicated voice-band telephone line between two or more
locations primarily used for data transmission.
Processors A collective name used to refer to programmable logic controllers (PLCs). See PLCs.
Proprietary System A control system made up of unique components from a manufacturer(s)
that: limits end-user access to developed protocol, programming, parts and technical
information. Distributors of proprietary components are usually the only source for the special
parts and technical support within an assigned geographical sales area.
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) The standard dial-up telephone network originally
used for voice communication.
Redundancy The ability of certain components of a system to assume functions of failed
components without adversely affecting the performance of the system itself. An example of
redundancy in SCADA is additional communication mediums between the master and remote
terminal unit.
Robustness The degree of insensitivity of a system design to errors in the estimates of those
parameters affecting design choice. Robustness reduces the sensitivity of the system to
extraordinary conditions. In SCADA, robustness may best be characterized in systems where
remote terminal units operate under conditions where communication from the master terminal
unit is delayed or interrupted. In general, SCADA systems with distributed intelligence are
inherently more robust than centrally controlled systems.
Security The ability of certain components of the system to deter, detect, and defend against
attacks. In water supply systems security is multifaceted. There are numerous examples like
fences, locks, alarms, and sensors. In SCADA, sensors, and alarms provide feedback on water
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quality. Some SCADA systems also have features that work to prevent unauthorized access or
use. In general, secure systems have properties that reduce the likelihood of successful attacks.
RS-232 An EIA electrical connection standard, most often used as a standard interface for serial
binary communication between data terminal equipment and data communications equipment.
RTS Request To Send. A request from the DTE module to the modem to prepare to transmit. In
response, the modem typically sends out a data carrier signal and turns on CTS.
RTU Remote Terminal Unit. See remote station.
RXD Received Data; a serialized data input to a receiving device.
Remote Station A device (programmable controller with I/O modules) that is located in a remote
site away from the master station and that controls I/O points at the remote site. A remote
station accepts commands from and can send data (if capable) to a master station via a telemetry
network.
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition.
Security The ability of certain components of the system to deter, detect, and defend against
attacks. In water supply systems security is multifaceted. There are numerous examples like
fences, locks, alarms, and sensors. In SCADA, sensors, and alarms provide feedback on water
quality. Some SCADA systems also have features that work to prevent unauthorized access or
use. In general, secure systems have properties that reduce the likelihood of successful attacks.
Slave See remote station.
Slave Protocol See Half-Duplex Protocol.
Serial Port An electrical connection on a computer that handles data bits one after another; the
communications port (COM1 or COM2) to which devices such as a modem, a mouse, or a serial
printer can be attached.
Spurious Character A false or unexpected character received when none is expected.
Standard Radio Modem A standard radio modem is an assembly that contains both a radio and a
modem, which transmits data without any special handling. Data error checking is the
responsibility of the receiving station (DTE).
Station Any programmable controller, computer, or data terminal connected to, and
communicating by means of, a data channel; a device on a network.
Station Addressing The syntax allowing packets to be routed correctly between master and
remote stations.
Synchronous Transmission A type of serial transmission that maintains a constant time interval
between successive events.
Telemetry Transmission and collection of data obtained by sensing real-time conditions.
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Topology The way a network is physically structured. Example: a ring, bus, or star configuration.
Transceiver An electronic device that operates as both a radio transmitter and receiver.
TXD Transmitted Data; an output from the module that carries serialized data.
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6.00 SCADA CASE STUDIES
Introduction
The components of developing a business case before the attempt of Automation of the
Distribution system are discussed here. An attempt is made to show how incremental
modifications in the system could bring in large improvements in terms of response time of the
network which are assessed though the reliability indices. For the purpose of case study a
small portion of the urban distribution network is selected. The detailed steps involved in
reliability indices calculations when the Automation Intensity Level (AIL) increases in the
network is being calculated. The discussions on the result of these indices is dealt in the last
section.
The Network for Case Study
We have taken a typical urban distribution network which is existent in many of our towns
with a population of over a lakh and having 60,000 consumers or it can be a part of the urban
metropolis. As we are aware the distribution voltage in our country is predominantly 11kV
(MV) for domestic & several Industrial consumers. Calculations of reliability indices call for
information like the outage durations, type of faults like sustained(permanent) and
momentary, fault information reporting, the travel time taken by crew to the affected
consumer area, survey & patrol by crew in identifying the fault, isolation of fault duration,
restoration time for unaffected areas, repair time and time taken to bring the system to
normalcy would be calculated for the network system. Like any other system subjected to
Automation, the benefits accrued are two fold. One which can be directly seen or tangible in
terms of savings in revenue that it brings and the other one which are in intangible in nature.
To name a few intangible benefits like, the information about the distribution network assets
and their condition may help in averting the frequent failure of a particular device and help the
utility to take faster decision on strengthening or its replacement, vulnerability of a section of
the network to a particular type of fault, optimum manpower required for operations etc.
The network system
The network taken up or the case study is a project area having twenty five 66/11 kV
substations with a peak load of 180 MW. For the purpose of study, it is assumed that all
substations and feeders are identical. Each of the substation is fed with a single 3phase line of
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66kV (HV)rating having circuit breaker both on source & load side of the 20MVA, 66/11 kV
Transformer as shown in Fig.1. The secondary side of the Transformer has 11kV busbar with 6
outgoing feeders. There is a circuit breaker(without reclosure unit) for every 11kV feeder and
the load on the feeder is distributed uniformly throughout on four sections. Each section has a
11/.44 kV Distribution Transformer which feeds the consumers with the low voltage(LV).
Length of each section is 1km long with a total circuit kilometres of the distribution network
works out to 24 Circuit-kms and the number of customers in each section is 100. The Coordination of the 11kV control system is from a single control centre situated within the
project area using telephone communication which is existent at all substations. The crew
along with the vehicles is stationed at each substation to take care of repairs once they receive
information about the outage from the affected consumers.
No of custumers per feeder=
no of feeders per S/S=
no of SubStations
total no of customers

400
6
25

60000

The introduction of automation through SCADA will reduce the number of staff manning the
substations. The decrease in number of outages in the system( reduced SAIFI) by introduction
of fault location, isolation & restoration. The staff at control centre responsible for
consolidation of reports pertaining to these 25 substations in the project area can also be
reduced as the fault logging and reporting is done automatically. However for satisfactory
operation of the automation calls for trained staff like SCADA Engineers( Hard Ware & Soft
Ware) and SCADA operators to manage the automation system on 24 X 7 basis which comes as
extra personnel to man the control centre. The introduction of automation components in
various combinations in the feeders 2 to 6 is indicated below:

AIL
0
1
2
3
4
5

Auto
Reclosur Alternat
es
e Source
0
0
150
0
0
150
150
0
300
0
300
150

FRTUs
0
0
150
150
150
300

RTUs
0
25
25
25
25
25
45

Communi
cation
Charges
0
22
22
22
22
22

total
cost
0
759.5
872
872
1172
1584.5
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Cost of SCADA/DMS implementation
The Automation of this distribution network is carried through SCADA/DMS implementation.
There is the Central Monitoring Centre which houses the Computer Servers which poll
regularly to all substations to acquire data through a communication media. The Control
centre has also the DMS software which has various modules notably the fault isolation &
restoration which helps the system to isolate faults and annunciate the crew to go ahead with
the faulty section for repair. The typical cost of Automation with the various components is
given in table below:

COST OF SCADA
Cost of RTU
1 RTU cost =3.5 lakhs
25 Rtus cost
Cost of AR,switches & FRTU
Cost of Communication
Cost of Control Centre
Cost of SACADA & DMS
Total

87.5
1125
22
150
200
1584.5

The Automation cost indicated above is a one time investment. However the Facility Maintanance
Service(FMS) annual charges for operation of automated system that would be incurred is given
below which takes care operational personnel salary, maintenance & communication charges:

FMS for SCADA
Staff
SCADA Engr(HW)
SCADA Engr(SW)
Asst Engg
Junir Engg
total
commn charges
TOTAL FMS CHARGES

No
5
5
4
12

Cost/Yr
18.00
18.00
14.40
43.20
93.60
4.00
97.60

Calculation of Reliability Indices
For simplicity of calculations of the reliability indices of SAID, SAIFI and MAIFI the following
indicative assumptions are made which are seemingly uniform in the entire substation range
where the power is being distributed. The details of loads is shown in the diagram for the first
three feeders numbered 1, 2 and 3:
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The source side circuit breaker for all feeders does not have auto reclosure units
There are no alternate source supply and the feeders are completely radial
The switches are manually operated and installed between every section
The mean time for repair of permanent fault is 5hrs.
Switching time to operate switches upstream the faulty section is 1hr.
Switching time to operate switches downstream the faulty section is 2hr as the crew
has to cover longer distances & patrol.
Switching time to operate protection operated circuit breakers is 0.0 hrs.

Since all the six feeders are identical in terms of lengths and loading pattern, the SAIDI, SAIFI &
MAIFI indices will be identically the same which we retain as feeder 1. Let us bring in the
SCADA Automation by having the data from all the devices to a central control room and
deploy three major automation components in the other five feeders. The components
introduced are:
Reclosure units for the existing Circuit Breakers.
Auto Reclosures
Alternate power supply sources( by connecting to nearby feeders)

In other five feeders of the substation Let us increase the Automation Intensity Level of
feeders through introduction of one or more of the above devices as indicated below:
Feeder 2 is identical to Feeder 1 except that the source CB has been fitted with auto
reclosure unit to automatically close after pre indicated time to take care of
momentary faults.
Feeder 3 is identical to Feeder 1 except for alternate supply provided at the end of
feeder
Feeder 4 identical to Feeder 1 except for installation of Auto reclosure at the midpoint
of the feeder length.
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Feeder 5 identical as Feeder 4 with the source CB having auto reclosure unit
Feeder 6 identical as Feeder 5 with source supply at the end of feeder
The single line diagram of the same substation along with alternate power sources and auto
reclosure mechanism for Circuit Breakers at the source of few feeders and installation of auto
reclosures at mid section of few feeders is shown in Figure given below:

The details of calculation of SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI for all the six feeders in detail is given in
Table. The calculations carried out for one the substation which is taken as a representative of
the entire grid where SCADA is to be implemented can be extrapolated to encompass the
whole grid encompassing all the 25 substations.
Discussions on the reliability indices
The calculation of SAIDI for different feeders indicate that the duration interruptions for each
customer during the year vary from 12.4hours to 1.5 hours depending on automation intensity
level.
The SAIFI which gives the frequency of annual interruptions per customer can be brought
down from 3.2 to 0.6 per customer, which is nearly 15% of original number of faults in the
system. However instead of drastically reducing the manpower by 15% let us reduce the
manpower by only 30% in the proceeding calculations.
The analysis is carried out for a case with highest automation intensity level (AIL 5) in this case
all our feeders(25 X 6) which were resembling as feeder #1 are modified as feeder #6, the
savings that would accrue is calculated. The various parameters that could be calculated are:
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Cost of O&M of the feeder circuits
Cost of maintenance crew & savings
Revenue Gain after automation
Payback period

Cost of O&M for Feeder Circuits maintenance

Before SCADA
Staff

per Sub station

Junir Engg
Lineman
Helpers

After SCADA(reduction of 30%)
Cost/month

3
12
12

per Sub station

0.60
1.20
1.00
2.80

total
cost for 25 S/s

Cost/month

1
4
4

0.20
0.40
0.33
0.93

70.00 per month

23.25 per month

TOTAL SAVINGS IN MANPOWER
for a year

561.00 lakhs

Cost of maintenance crew & savings
Cost of Crew

Staff 10*0.3
O&M Vehicle
Vehicle cost
Total

SCADA
Before
After
36.00
6.00
0.60
42.60

No of vehicles

105

Total Crew cost

4473.00

SAVINGS IN CREW COST

3621.00

36.00
6.00
0.60
42.60

Cost
Duration of repair

5 hrs

No of faults attended/crew/day/vehicle

No of faults attended/crew/year
No of faults before SCADA
No of vehicles required for 25 S/s
20
with SAIFI of 3.2
No of faults after SCADA
852.00 No of vehicles required for 25 S/s
with SAIFI of 0.6
SAVINGS

5
1825
192000
105

4473.00

36000
20

852.00
3621.00

Revenue Gain after automation
REVENUE GAIN after SCADA Automation
SAIDI before automation
SAIDI after automation

power loss
Customers
duration in hrs
12.4
60000 744000
1.5

60000

90000

Load Factor(@0.9PF)
30%
40%
50%
200880
267840 334800
24300

32400

40500

Energy utilised due to SCADAloss of energy(kW)

176580

235440

294300

Revenue Gain

5.2974

7.0632

8.829

Cost of of energy
at Rs.3.00/unit
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The payback period for the automation would be:
Payback period = Cost of SCADA implementation/ cost of benefit
The Cost of benefit= Savings in Manpower Costs+Savings in Crew costs + Savings in energy-FMS

Pay back period

Savings in Man Power Cost

561.00

Savings in Cost of Crew

3621.00

30%
Savings in cost of Energy 5.2974

Load Factor
40%
50%
7.0632
8.829

Total cost
4187.30
Scada FMS
- 97.60
Total cost in savings after SCADA FMS
4089.70
COST OF SCADA
1584.5
Pay back period
in years

0.38744

4189.06 4190.83
97.60
97.60
4091.46 4093.23

0.38727

0.3871

The Table below gives the manpower savings, savings in energy and the scada cost investment
and the payback period for all the 5 automation intensity levels.

AIL
0
1
2
3
4
5

SAIFI
SAIDI
Before After Before After
3.2
3.2 12.4 12.4
3.2
0.8 12.4 2.95
3.2
3.2 12.4 7.6
3.2
1.8 12.4 8.25
3.2
0.6 12.4 2.7
3.2
0.6 12.4 1.5

Man Fmas
Savings in Pay Back
No. of Permanent
Crew Power Savings Scada Power @ 40 Period(
Faults
No. of Vehicles Savings Savings Scada Cost % LF
Yrs)
Before After Before After
192000 192000
105
105
0
0
0
0
0
0
192000 48000
105
26
3365.4 561
97.6 759.5 6.1236
0.2
192000 192000
105
105
0
561
97.6
872
3.1104
1.87
192000 108000
105
59
1959.6 561
97.6
872
2.6892
0.36
192000 36000
105
19
3663.6 561
97.6 1172
6.2856
0.29
192000 36000
105
19
3663.6 561.00 97.6 1584.5 7.0632
0.39

Conclusions
Note that no interest rate is assumed for the investment made for SCADA Automation cost
made in the preceding calculations. The payback period varies with different AIL and
correspondingly the SCADA implementation cost also would decrease. However the general
practise in any utility is to slowly increase the AIL over a period of 5 years and attain the
maximum AIL to reap the benefits of automation.
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The document on Cyber Security brought out by US Department of Energy.
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Annexure
Comparison of Communication Medias for SCADA Network Implementation
Factors \ Medias

Frequency of Operation

Licence Required
Reliability
Geographical Coverage
Line of Sight Required

Possibility of LOS obstruction
in future
Rain Effect / Signal
Degradation.
Bandwidth Available
Data Rate Available

Equipment Cost
Bandwidth Cost
Recurring Cost for Bandwidth
How Fast documentation to
setup a network can be
processed
How fast Communication links
can be established.
Network Security
Interference Possibilities

One Time Installation Cost

VSAT

UHF/VHF

MW/ RF Links (licence
free)

CDMA / GPRS

Leased Line

Ex-C Band
Tx 6.7 to
7GHz
Rx 4.5 to
4.8GHz
Yes

430 MHz

5 GHz

900/1800MHz

-NA-

Yes

No

Yes

NA (operator provides
licence)
95%
All over India

No

99.99%
All over
India
Yes

99.9%
Within 25 KM
Near LOS

99.9%
Within 25
KM
Yes

No

99.99%
Within
10Km
Yes but to
lesser
effect.
Yes

98%
All over India where Telecom operator’s network is available.

No

-NA-

Yes

Yes

No

-NA-

Very little

No

Very Little

Medium

No

-NA-

36 MHz

12.5/25KH
z
9.6/ 19.2
Kbps

5/10/20 MHz

Up to 100Kbps

64 Kbps to 8 Mbps

10 mbps

Upto
40MHz
100Mbps

Upto 100 Kbps

64 Kbps to 8 Mbps

Medium
Low
Low

High
Nil
Nil

Very High
Very High
Very High

Low
High
High

Medium
Medium
Medium

6 to 8
months

6 to 8
months

-NA-

6 to 8
months

-NA-

1 – 2 Months

Within a
day

Within a
day

Within a day

Within a
week

Within a day

Within a month in Urban and 2 to 4 months in Rural.

High
Low

Medium
Medium

High
Low

High
Low

Medium
High. Operator can shut
down the service.

High
-NA-

Medium

medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Selectable
upto 40
Mbps
High
High
High

MW links
(licence
band)
6/7/11/13/
15/18 GHz
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Maintenance Cost.
Where should we use this type
of Media/Link

Low

Low

Low

low

Low

Low

Primary

Secondary
distributio
n

Back Haul links for
secondary distribution.

Back Haul
links for
secondary
distribution
.

Secondary distribution

Back Haul links for secondary distribution.
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RELIABILITY INDICES CALCULATIONS
Outage duration in hours
section sec #1
sec #2
sec #3
1.1
4
1.6
1.6
1.2
4
4
1.6
1.3
4
4
4
1.4
4
4
4

sec #4
1.6
1.6
1.6
4

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

5
5
5
5

2
5
5
5

2
2
5
5

1
1
1
5

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4
0.8
0.8
0.8

1.6
4
0.8
0.8

1.6
1.6
4
0.8

1.6
1.6
1.6
4

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

4
4
4
4

1.6
4
4
4

0
0
1
1

0
0
0.4
1

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

5
5
5
5

2
5
5
5

0
0
5
5

0
0
2
5

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

5
1
1
1

2
5
1
1

0
0
5
1

0
0
2
5

total
8.8
11.2
13.6
16
total
2
2.6
3.2
4
total
8.8
8
7.2
6.4
total
5.6
8
9.4
10
total
1.4
2
3.4
4
total
1.4
1.2
1.8
1.6
total

sustained faults
total(hrs) sec #1 sec #2 sec #3
880
80
80
80
1120
80
80
80
1360
80
80
80
1600
80
80
80
4960
200
20
20
20
260
20
20
20
320
20
20
20
400
20
20
20

Momentary Iterruptions
sec #4 SAIFI sec #1 sec #2 sec #3 sec #4
80
320
0
0
0
0
80
320
0
0
0
0
80
320
0
0
0
0
80
320
0
0
0
0
1280
20
80
60
60
60
60
20
80
60
60
60
60
20
80
60
60
60
60
20
80
60
60
60
60

MAIFI
0
0
0
0
240
240
240
240

880
800
720
640

80
80
80
80

80
80
80
80

80
80
80
80

80
80
80
80

320
320
320
320

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

560
800
940
1000

80
80
80
80

80
80
80
80

0
0
20
20

0
0
20
20

160
160
200
200

0
0
60
60

0
0
60
60

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
120
120

140
200
340
400
1080
140
120
180
160

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

0
0
20
20

0
0
20
20

60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60

0
0
60
60

0
0
60
60

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

0
0
20
20

0
0
20
20

40
40
80
80
240
40
40
80
80

60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60

0
0
60
60

0
0
60
60

120
120
240
240
720
120
120
240
240

load point customersMAIFI
1.1
100
0
1.2
100
0
1.3
100
0
1.4
100
0
0
2.1
100
2.4
2.2
100
2.4
2.3
100
2.4
2.4
100
2.4
2.4
3.1
100
0
3.2
100
0
3.3
100
0
3.4
100
0
0
4.1
100
0
4.2
100
0
4.3
100
1.2
4.4
100
1.2
0.6
5.1
100
1.2
5.2
100
1.2
5.3
100
2.4
5.4
100
2.4
1.8
6.1
100
1.2
6.2
100
1.2
6.3
100
2.4
6.4
100
2.4
1.8
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SAIFI SAIDI
3.2
8.8
3.2 11.2
3.2 13.6
3.2
16
3.2 12.4
0.8
2
0.8
2.6
0.8
3.2
0.8
4
0.8 2.95
3.2
8.8
3.2
8
3.2
7.2
3.2
6.4
3.2
7.6
1.6
5.6
1.6
8
2
9.4
2
10
1.8 8.25
0.4
1.4
0.4
2
0.8
3.4
0.8
4
0.6
2.7
0.4
1.4
0.4
1.2
0.8
1.8
0.8
1.6
0.6
1.5
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For further information, please contact:

The President’s Critical
Infrastructure Protection Board
Office of Energy Assurance
U.S. Department of Energy
202/ 287-1808
Office of Independent Oversight
and Performance Assurance
U.S. Department of Energy
301/ 903-3777
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21 Steps to Improve Cyber Security of SCADA Networks
Introduction
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) networks contain computers and applications that perform
key functions in providing essential services and commodities (e.g., electricity, natural gas, gasoline, water, waste
treatment, transportation) to all Americans. As such, they are part of the nation’s critical infrastructure and
require protection from a variety of threats that exist in cyber space today. By allowing the collection and analysis
of data and control of equipment such as pumps and valves from remote locations, SCADA networks provide
great efficiency and are widely used. However, they also present a security risk. SCADA networks were initially
designed to maximize functionality, with little attention paid to security. As a result, performance, reliability,
flexibility and safety of distributed control/SCADA systems are robust, while the security of these systems is
often weak. This makes some SCADA networks potentially vulnerable to disruption of service, process redirection, or manipulation of operational data that could result in public safety concerns and/or serious disruptions to
the nation’s critical infrastructure. Action is required by all organizations, government or commercial, to secure
their SCADA networks as part of the effort to adequately protect the nation’s critical infrastructure.
The President’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Board, and the Department of Energy, have developed the
steps outlined here to help any organization improve the security of its SCADA networks. These steps are not
meant to be prescriptive or all-inclusive. However, they do address essential actions to be taken to improve the
protection of SCADA networks. The steps are divided into two categories: specific actions to improve implementation, and actions to establish essential underlying management processes and policies.

Background
President Bush created the President’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Board in October 2001 through
Executive Order 13231 to coordinate all Federal activities related to the protection of information systems and
networks supporting critical infrastructures, including:
✶ Federal departments and agencies
✶ Private Sector companies that operate critical infrastructures
✶ State and local government’s critical infrastructures
✶ Related national security programs.
The Department of Energy plays a key role in protecting the critical energy infrastructure of the nation as specified in the National Strategy for Homeland Security. In fulfilling this responsibility, the Secretary of Energy’s
Office of Independent Oversight and Performance Assurance has conducted a number of assessments of organizations with SCADA networks to develop an in-depth understanding of SCADA networks and steps necessary
to secure these networks. The Office of Energy Assurance also fulfills Energy Department responsibilities
through their work with Federal, State, and private partners to protect the National Energy Infrastructure,
improve energy reliability, and assist in energy emergency response efforts.
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The following steps focus on specific actions to be taken to increase
the security of SCADA networks:
1. Identify all connections to SCADA networks.
Conduct a thorough risk analysis to assess the risk and necessity of each connection to the SCADA network.
Develop a comprehensive understanding of all connections to the SCADA network, and how well these connections are protected. Identify and evaluate the following types of connections:
• Internal local area and wide area networks, including business networks
• The Internet
• Wireless network devices, including satellite uplinks
• Modem or dial-up connections
• Connections to business partners, vendors or regulatory agencies

2. Disconnect unnecessary connections to the SCADA network.
To ensure the highest degree of security of SCADA systems, isolate the SCADA network from other network
connections to as great a degree as possible. Any connection to another network introduces security risks, particularly if the connection creates a pathway from or to the Internet. Although direct connections with other networks may allow important information to be passed efficiently and conveniently, insecure connections are simply not worth the risk; isolation of the SCADA network must be a primary goal to provide needed protection.
Strategies such as utilization of “demilitarized zones” (DMZs) and data warehousing can facilitate the secure
transfer of data from the SCADA network to business networks. However, they must be designed and implemented properly to avoid introduction of additional risk through improper configuration.

3. Evaluate and strengthen the security of any remaining connections to the SCADA network.
Conduct penetration testing or vulnerability analysis of any remaining connections to the SCADA network to
evaluate the protection posture associated with these pathways. Use this information in conjunction with risk
management processes to develop a robust protection strategy for any pathways to the SCADA network. Since
the SCADA network is only as secure as its weakest connecting point, it is essential to implement firewalls,
intrusion detection systems (IDSs), and other appropriate security measures at each point of entry. Configure
firewall rules to prohibit access from and to the SCADA network, and be as specific as possible when permitting
approved connections. For example, an Independent System Operator (ISO) should not be granted “blanket”
network access simply because there is a need for a connection to certain components of the SCADA system.
Strategically place IDSs at each entry point to alert security personnel of potential breaches of network security.
Organization management must understand and accept responsibility for risks associated with any connection to
the SCADA network.

3
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4. Harden SCADA networks by removing or disabling unnecessary services.
SCADA control servers built on commercial or open-source operating systems can be exposed to attack through
default network services. To the greatest degree possible, remove or disable unused services and network daemons
to reduce the risk of direct attack. This is particularly important when SCADA networks are interconnected with
other networks. Do not permit a service or feature on a SCADA network unless a thorough risk assessment of
the consequences of allowing the service/feature shows that the benefits of the service/feature far outweigh the
potential for vulnerability exploitation. Examples of services to remove from SCADA networks include automated meter reading/remote billing systems, email services, and Internet access. An example of a feature to disable is
remote maintenance. Numerous secure configuration guidelines for both commercial and open source operating
systems are in the public domain, such as the National Security Agency’s series of security guides. Additionally,
work closely with SCADA vendors to identify secure configurations and coordinate any and all changes to operational systems to ensure that removing or disabling services does not cause downtime, interruption of service, or
loss of support.

5. Do not rely on proprietary protocols to protect your system.
Some SCADA systems use unique, proprietary protocols for communications between field devices and servers.
Often the security of SCADA systems is based solely on the secrecy of these protocols. Unfortunately, obscure
protocols provide very little “real” security. Do not rely on proprietary protocols or factory default configuration
settings to protect your system. Additionally, demand that vendors disclose any backdoors or vendor interfaces to
your SCADA systems, and expect them to provide systems that are capable of being secured.

6. Implement the security features provided by device and system vendors.
Most older SCADA systems (most systems in use) have no security features whatsoever. SCADA system owners
must insist that their system vendor implement security features in the form of product patches or upgrades.
Some newer SCADA devices are shipped with basic security features, but these are usually disabled to ensure
ease of installation.
Analyze each SCADA device to determine whether security features are present. Additionally, factory default
security settings (such as in computer network firewalls) are often set to provide maximum usability, but minimal security. Set all security features to provide the maximum level of security. Allow settings below maximum
security only after a thorough risk assessment of the consequences of reducing the security level.

7. Establish strong controls over any medium that is used as a backdoor into the SCADA
network.
Where backdoors or vendor connections do exist in SCADA systems, strong authentication must be implemented to ensure secure communications. Modems, wireless, and wired networks used for communications and
maintenance represent a significant vulnerability to the SCADA network and remote sites. Successful “war dialing” or “war driving” attacks could allow an attacker to bypass all other controls and have direct access to the
SCADA network or resources. To minimize the risk of such attacks, disable inbound access and replace it with
some type of callback system.
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8. Implement internal and external intrusion detection systems and establish 24-hour-a-day
incident monitoring.
To be able to effectively respond to cyber attacks, establish an intrusion detection strategy that includes alerting
network administrators of malicious network activity originating from internal or external sources. Intrusion
detection system monitoring is essential 24 hours a day; this capability can be easily set up through a pager.
Additionally, incident response procedures must be in place to allow an effective response to any attack. To complement network monitoring, enable logging on all systems and audit system logs daily to detect suspicious
activity as soon as possible.

9. Perform technical audits of SCADA devices and networks, and any other connected
networks, to identify security concerns.
Technical audits of SCADA devices and networks are critical to ongoing security effectiveness. Many commercial
and open-source security tools are available that allow system administrators to conduct audits of their
systems/networks to identify active services, patch level, and common vulnerabilities. The use of these tools will
not solve systemic problems, but will eliminate the “paths of least resistance” that an attacker could exploit.
Analyze identified vulnerabilities to determine their significance, and take corrective actions as appropriate. Track
corrective actions and analyze this information to identify trends. Additionally, retest systems after corrective
actions have been taken to ensure that vulnerabilities were actually eliminated. Scan non-production environments actively to identify and address potential problems.

10. Conduct physical security surveys and assess all remote sites connected to the SCADA
network to evaluate their security.
Any location that has a connection to the SCADA network is a target, especially unmanned or unguarded
remote sites. Conduct a physical security survey and inventory access points at each facility that has a connection
to the SCADA system. Identify and assess any source of information including remote telephone/computer network/fiber optic cables that could be tapped; radio and microwave links that are exploitable; computer terminals
that could be accessed; and wireless local area network access points. Identify and eliminate single points of failure. The security of the site must be adequate to detect or prevent unauthorized access. Do not allow “live” network access points at remote, unguarded sites simply for convenience.

11. Establish SCADA “Red Teams” to identify and evaluate possible attack scenarios.
Establish a “Red Team” to identify potential attack scenarios and evaluate potential system vulnerabilities. Use a
variety of people who can provide insight into weaknesses of the overall network, SCADA systems, physical systems, and security controls. People who work on the system every day have great insight into the vulnerabilities
of your SCADA network and should be consulted when identifying potential attack scenarios and possible consequences. Also, ensure that the risk from a malicious insider is fully evaluated, given that this represents one of
the greatest threats to an organization. Feed information resulting from the “Red Team” evaluation into risk
management processes to assess the information and establish appropriate protection strategies.
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The following steps focus on management actions to establish an effective
cyber security program:
12. Clearly define cyber security roles, responsibilities, and authorities for managers,
system administrators, and users.
Organization personnel need to understand the specific expectations associated with protecting information
technology resources through the definition of clear and logical roles and responsibilities. In addition, key personnel need to be given sufficient authority to carry out their assigned responsibilities. Too often, good cyber
security is left up to the initiative of the individual, which usually leads to inconsistent implementations and
ineffective security. Establish a cyber security organizational structure that defines roles and responsibilities and
clearly identifies how cyber security issues are escalated and who is notified in an emergency.

13. Document network architecture and identify systems that serve critical functions
or contain sensitive information that require additional levels of protection.
Develop and document a robust information security architecture as part of a process to establish an effective
protection strategy. It is essential that organizations design their networks with security in mind and continue to
have a strong understanding of their network architecture throughout its lifecycle. Of particular importance, an
in-depth understanding of the functions that the systems perform and the sensitivity of the stored information is
required. Without this understanding, risk cannot be properly assessed and protection strategies may not be sufficient. Documenting the information security architecture and its components is critical to understanding the
overall protection strategy, and identifying single points of failure.

14. Establish a rigorous, ongoing risk management process.
A thorough understanding of the risks to network computing resources from denial-of-service attacks and the
vulnerability of sensitive information to compromise is essential to an effective cyber security program. Risk
assessments form the technical basis of this understanding and are critical to formulating effective strategies to
mitigate vulnerabilities and preserve the integrity of computing resources. Initially, perform a baseline risk analysis based on a current threat assessment to use for developing a network protection strategy. Due to rapidly
changing technology and the emergence of new threats on a daily basis, an ongoing risk assessment process is
also needed so that routine changes can be made to the protection strategy to ensure it remains effective.
Fundamental to risk management is identification of residual risk with a network protection strategy in place
and acceptance of that risk by management.

15. Establish a network protection strategy based on the principle of defense-in-depth.
A fundamental principle that must be part of any network protection strategy is defense-in-depth. Defense-indepth must be considered early in the design phase of the development process, and must be an integral consideration in all technical decision-making associated with the network. Utilize technical and administrative controls to mitigate threats from identified risks to as great a degree as possible at all levels of the network. Single
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points of failure must be avoided, and cyber security defense must be layered to limit and contain the impact of
any security incidents. Additionally, each layer must be protected against other systems at the same layer. For
example, to protect against the insider threat, restrict users to access only those resources necessary to perform
their job functions.

16. Clearly identify cyber security requirements.
Organizations and companies need structured security programs with mandated requirements to establish expectations and allow personnel to be held accountable. Formalized policies and procedures are typically used to
establish and institutionalize a cyber security program. A formal program is essential for establishing a consistent,
standards-based approach to cyber security throughout an organization and eliminates sole dependence on individual initiative. Policies and procedures also inform employees of their specific cyber security responsibilities
and the consequences of failing to meet those responsibilities. They also provide guidance regarding actions to be
taken during a cyber security incident and promote efficient and effective actions during a time of crisis. As part
of identifying cyber security requirements, include user agreements and notification and warning banners.
Establish requirements to minimize the threat from malicious insiders, including the need for conducting background checks and limiting network privileges to those absolutely necessary.

17. Establish effective configuration management processes.
A fundamental management process needed to maintain a secure network is configuration management.
Configuration management needs to cover both hardware configurations and software configurations. Changes
to hardware or software can easily introduce vulnerabilities that undermine network security. Processes are
required to evaluate and control any change to ensure that the network remains secure. Configuration management begins with well-tested and documented security baselines for your various systems.

18. Conduct routine self-assessments.
Robust performance evaluation processes are needed to provide organizations with feedback on the effectiveness
of cyber security policy and technical implementation. A sign of a mature organization is one that is able to selfidentify issues, conduct root cause analyses, and implement effective corrective actions that address individual
and systemic problems. Self-assessment processes that are normally part of an effective cyber security program
include routine scanning for vulnerabilities, automated auditing of the network, and self-assessments of organizational and individual performance.

19. Establish system backups and disaster recovery plans.
Establish a disaster recovery plan that allows for rapid recovery from any emergency (including a cyber attack).
System backups are an essential part of any plan and allow rapid reconstruction of the network. Routinely exercise disaster recovery plans to ensure that they work and that personnel are familiar with them. Make appropriate changes to disaster recovery plans based on lessons learned from exercises.
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20. Senior organizational leadership should establish expectations for cyber security
performance and hold individuals accountable for their performance.
Effective cyber security performance requires commitment and leadership from senior managers in the organization. It is essential that senior management establish an expectation for strong cyber security and communicate
this to their subordinate managers throughout the organization. It is also essential that senior organizational
leadership establish a structure for implementation of a cyber security program. This structure will promote consistent implementation and the ability to sustain a strong cyber security program. It is then important for individuals to be held accountable for their performance as it relates to cyber security. This includes managers, system administrators, technicians, and users/operators.

21. Establish policies and conduct training to minimize the likelihood that organizational
personnel will inadvertently disclose sensitive information regarding SCADA system
design, operations, or security controls.
Release data related to the SCADA network only on a strict, need-to-know basis, and only to persons explicitly
authorized to receive such information. “Social engineering,” the gathering of information about a computer or
computer network via questions to naive users, is often the first step in a malicious attack on computer networks. The more information revealed about a computer or computer network, the more vulnerable the computer/network is. Never divulge data related to a SCADA network, including the names and contact information about the system operators/administrators, computer operating systems, and/or physical and logical locations of computers and network systems over telephones or to personnel unless they are explicitly authorized to
receive such information. Any requests for information by unknown persons need to be sent to a central network security location for verification and fulfillment. People can be a weak link in an otherwise secure network.
Conduct training and information awareness campaigns to ensure that personnel remain diligent in guarding
sensitive network information, particularly their passwords.
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and Performance Assurance
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